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a group exhibition of artists who elevate mundane garbage to fine art

Although there is a long precedent of artists using found objects 

in their work, garbage and art are still usually placed at opposite

ends of the spectrum. The former deemed disposable and worthless,

the latter lauded as unique and precious. The Trash Talk artists

utilize the very history of their chosen medium to tap into the

associations we bring to such products and packaging. The resulting

art is not merely about the hot topic of recycling, but rather provides

a new level of consideration. Using items as diverse as steel drums,

plastic containers, cardboard, old shoes, and even food, a wondrous

alchemy is achieved as familiar substances transform into something

unexpected. The work is often beautiful and elegant; humorous and

thoughtful; but all of it is trash.



Curator’s Statement
One of the strongest commonalities among the work of the Trash Talk artists is the use of beauty and humor to

help convey some of the medium’s harder realities into a more palatable discussion. Garbage, whether saved from

our own waste basket or salvaged from the street, comes laden with guilty associations and questionable provenance.

Yet, the very familiarity of these materials allows us a deeper understanding into their creative repurposing. As

self-described maintenance artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles eloquently describes in her 2002 essay for Cabinet
Magazine (see quote box), once we put something into our garbage, its previously existence is discarded and its

worth leveled to the basest of values. Unless, of course, it gets so lucky as to catch the eye of an artist.

The idea behind curating Trash Talk stemmed from my own considerations about the amount of excess materials

I throw out because my daily necessities come packaged in them. We all encounter this conundrum in modern

living. Despite the admittedly small impact my recycled art has in decreasing my own trash production, I started

making little houses out of product paperboard that have grown into neighborhoods by the hundreds. Naming

the series Suburban Export served as a small confession of what we truly produce in our daily lives. 

An inclination to address our domestic habitats can also be found in Nathaniel Lieb’s Hatchling performance in

which he futilely builds a cocoon-like nesting structure out of cardboard box remnants, held together only by the

fickle graces of hot glue. His Sisyphean undertaking can serve as a mirror to our own struggles with generating

excess packaging, and the urge to surround ourselves with the comfort of new purchases. 

Ian Trask builds structures out of overabundant cardboard as well, but his structures serve no utility. Trask turns

something usually recognizable for being rigid, rectangular, and hollow into swirling, soft rolls compacted into

semi-solid forms. His cardboard avoids right angles and instead creates a new structure that defies the limits

of the materials. The square becomes rounded; the structured becomes organic; the banal becomes elaborate.

Tattfoo Tan takes on the issue of excess consumption by using his own leftover food and reviving it, through the

process of composting, with vitality and use. Tan not only uses this material in his own practice of urban farming,

but with his piece Black Gold he adeptly nods to an infamous piece of 1960s conceptual art that questions the

very practice of evaluating how worth is determined.



Playing with the idea of giving short-lived or single-

use items longer lifespans, Ghost of a Dream takes

the discards of hopeful escapism—used lottery

tickets and romance novels—to create elaborate

collages that have a quiet reference to the sacred

geometry found in mandalas, while also bordering

into the decorative baroque. The repetition and

time involved in making this work brings order to

the otherwise distracting designs attempting to

catch our eyes for a wishful payout. 

Sara Hubbs adopts the discards of fashion—shoes,

purses, and other items that depend on short

attention spans for their continued sales—and

hones them into elegant, three-dimensional

drawings that don’t deny their origins, but have lost

all practicality. Seams become contours that define

an idiosyncratic outline of color and movement,

suggesting lively characters vying for our attention. 

Ruth Hardinger fills the insides of empty cardboard

boxes with wet concrete—testing the limits of the

structures and pushing them just shy of collapse.

In negotiating between the relative fragility of the

molds and the heaviness of the liquid, a balance is

achieved. The resulting forms, called Envoys, echo

the conditions of their making. In a waste-not, want-

not approach, the original Containers are splayed

open and adopt a new cycle of life, presenting

their interesting history and continuing change.

*Courtesy Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, NYC. Originally published in the
article “Leftovers/It’s about Time for Fresh Kills,” Cabinet Magazine,
Issue 6, Spring 2002

To call something “garbage” means that the possessor of the
object has lost desire for it. Desire has passed, and with it
goes value. The value of the object evaporates. We are quite
expert at this; in consumerist society, we’re trained to lose
desire as fast as possible and to buy again, more and more.
To call something “garbage” means stripping the materials
of their inherent characteristics. So that even though
differences are obvious, hard becomes the same as soft,
wet as dry, heavy as light, moldy old sour cream as a
shoe, wet leaves as old barbells – they become the
same things. The entire culture colludes in this un-naming.
Then we can call it all “garbage”–of no value whatsoever.

– Mierle Laderman Ukeles*



Flipping the idea of packaging around one more time, Vandana Jain uses plastic blister packs as molds for a

new product: solid sugar casts of the missing object’s packaging shadow. Jain presents these invisible products

arranged into a mandala of contemplation, reflecting on the absurd means with which we display and sell such

items. The sugar is perhaps likely to last longer than the original items therein.

Addressing the idea of meditation as well, Jimmy Miracle re-packages simple plastic containers which normally

hold produce such as delicate berries, and threads within them row after row of an even more delicate substance:

fine, colorful string. He swaps one element for another, and the macro to micro transformation quietly creates 

a new universe. 

With the detail of a skilled quilter, Scott Andresen also sews his materials with loving attention. The ragged

discarded materials he chooses to use, however, contrast sharply with the careful consideration he imbues

them with. His use of an established craft form, often borne of frugality, when paired with the absurdity of his

unusual chosen cloth, creates a poignant reflection on the arbitrary nature of why we discard so readily.

In homage to another ancient craft form, Shari Mendelson forms vessels out of the ubiquitous, and much

maligned, plastic bottle. Her work highlights the beauty to be found in the unexpected details of these often

overlooked containers. In her hands, the vessel is dismantled, broken down into components, sorted by similarities,

then resurrected, ironically, into another vessel. The historical reference to terracotta urns and ancient glass

relics begs the question: are these the future antiquities that we will leave behind?

Gregg Hill performs a thorough transformation on his containers of choice—industrial steel drums. In a simple

act of force, he flattens their shapes, removing their very essence of being able to contain, and then gives them

a new dressing of lush, colorful paint that is a far cry from the rough patina of the original. The juxtaposition 

of brutal energy and resulting calm is the compelling attractor of two opposites coexisting with grace—the

embodiment of yin and yang.

In keeping with one of the most basic answers to the question “What is art?” all of these artists create meaning

and value from, in essence, nothing. Their artistic labor is often repetitive and intricate, and laced with a desire

to change the status quo of how we perceive the products deemed disposable in our lives. Their well considered

actions indicate an attempt to create a type of order from an origin where chaos reigns—our trash bins. 

– Lisa Dahl



I begin my artistic practice with process,

primarily the tradition of quilting. 

With historic precedents and familial 

connections quilting allows me to 

connect personal, political and social

concerns in a single work. Using castoff

remnants as source material I focus on

slowness, detail, and labor. In these

pieces patterns are severed, borders do

not complete their paths, quilts do not

form a perfect rectangle and the partial

is never whole. Materials oscillate

between the singular and the unified,

where their history is never completely

negated, but more importantly the

treatment and care given to these

cast-off remnants is central.

Scott Andresen

scott-andresen.com

Untitled, 2010, paper bag, nylon, plastic scrap and thread, 36 x 25 x 1 inches



Having moved around frequently growing

up, I use the suburban home—like those

reminiscent of my childhood—as an

idealistic icon of the American Dream.

By simplifying the structure of a house

to a basic form, I explore the traditional

ideas we attach to home ownership

as well as what these buildings evoke

for us: personal goals, urban planning,

environmental concerns, and economic

issues. I work in a variety of artistic

media to investigate the love-hate

relationship I have with these houses

and the sprawling communities they

create. Recently, I have been using

recyclable materials and common trash

as the building material for small house

sculptures formed into neighborhoods

that grow in conjunction with my own

output of garbage.

Lisa Dahl

lisadahlstudio.com

Suburban Export, Freshkills Park, Staten Island, NY, 2011, paperboard and cardboard, 

1.5 x 2 x 2 inches (each)



Ghost of a Dream is the collaboration of

artists Lauren Was and Adam Eckstrom.

They have been working together since

2007. Ghost of a Dream works with

sculpture, drawing, and installation 

to embody the essence of opulence,

through construction of materials 

that typically end up in the trash. They

mine popular culture for detritus that

people use to attain their goals or

escape their reality. 

Whether it is a romance novel someone

reads or a soap opera someone watches

to transport them into a dream world,

a religious tract promising the glory 

of eternal life, or a lottery ticket that

gives the possibility of a future full of

decadence, Ghost of a Dream uses

these remnants to re-create peoples

hopes and aspirations. 

Ghost of a Dream

ghostofadream.com

Devotional Practices, 2011, discarded lottery tickets with UV coat on panel, 60 x 132 inches



Ruth Hardinger’s work plays out a 

dialogue between nature and culture.

Envoys, the sculptures, are messengers

in concrete—which conjures up firmness

and fact along with cardboard—which

deteriorates and connotes discarding

or recycling.

“My work responds to forces of life
and the flaws and faults of human
intervention,” Hardinger says. “I stress
cardboard boxes with wet concrete 
to the point that they almost collapse.
Then, turn the box used as the Envoy’s
mould into a Container to re-generate
and expand the experience. These
works reciprocate while, at the same
time, set conditions that instigate a
slow process of change.”

Ruth Hardinger

ruthhardinger.com

(wall) Container 35, 2011, 45 x 3 inches and (floor) 23rd Envoy,

2011, 31.5 x 19 x 17 inches, concrete and cardboard



Light from light.  

What’s light made of? Light is made of

non-light elements—it has no mass,

knows no time or space. From light’s 

perspective it’s everywhere always. Is

now, always has been and always will be.  

With mindfulness I see the physical

world and consciousness have the same

limitless qualities. “I” am made of light.

The things I see and think are made of

light. Awareness is made of light.

Belief systems manifest.

From the raw steel, the painted barrels

become engaging and ask to be

touched—belief, which comes up 

un-asked from consciousness into mind

is now neither owned or denied. It is

embraced and transformed. Here the

construction is deconstructed and

reconstructed into a piece of art. 

The art of peace.

I am made of all that is and is not,

existing and non-existing in a constant

state of change…

Gregg Hill

gregghill.org

(left) Therefore That Is, 2010, paint on steel, 24 x 26 x 5 inches

(right) Distinction, 2010, paint on steel, 25 x 24 x 3 inches



Through sculpture I find ways to reveal

connections between the tangible and

intangible. Links are made with form,

drawing on the inherent meaning of

objects as well as the ambiguous

qualities of life experience and memory.

I question clean, perfect narratives and

instead encounter reality and lingering

meaning in the imprecise, the discarded

and decaying. 

The studio process reveals shifting

significance where frayed lines of

meaning, fragments of objects, and

senses come together to subtly show

us ourselves. Actions, memories, 

stories, and desire live in a collaged

space where meaning and signification

overlap. From a nomadic search

emerges a place where our perceptions

are multi-form, conflicted, uncertain,

and alive.

Sara Hubbs

sarahubbs.com

How High Can You Go?, 2011, discarded shoes, purse, fabric and thread,

approximately 25 x 18 x 6 inches



For this work, I have utilized the cast-off

plastic packaging from consumer goods,

also known as blister packs, to create

casts from granulated sugar. Though the

packaging is utilitarian in its purpose,

meant to house the product while it

sits on the store shelf, it is intricately

designed to perfectly echo the object

it contains. I wanted to highlight these

architectural forms by casting them, and

chose sugar for its implications of empty

calories and useless consumption.

Also, the specific technique I use to

create these casts draws upon the

Oaxacan tradition of cast sugar skulls

used to represent ancestors in the

festival of the Day of the Dead.

In this formation of the mandala, the

sugar casts become a meditation on

our consumption. The various forms

included here are used to house a

variety of goods: CFL light bulbs,

Wacom pens, a small model airplane,

pears, headphones, action figures,

and hard-boiled egg snack packs. 

Vandana Jain

artcodex.org/vandana_jain

Sugar Mandala, 2010, cast sugar, 5 x 42 x 42 inches



Nathaniel Lieb

local-artists.org/users/nathaniel-lieb

Hatchling, Governors Island NY, NY, 2010, video still from performance
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Shari Mendelson

sharimendelson.com

Five Vessels, 2009-2011, plastic from discarded bottles, hot glue, acrylic polymer and paint,

7 x 5 x 5 – 12 x 5  x 5 inches

My current work is inspired by early

Greek, Roman, and Islamic glass,

ceramic, and metal vessels and 

constructed from found plastic bottles.

I collect discarded water, soda and juice

bottles, cut them into pieces and hot

glue or sew the parts back together to

create sculptures. Some of my pieces

are coated with self hardening clay,

mixed materials and/or glaze-like 

layers of acrylic medium and paint

that vary the levels of transparency

and opacity, emphasize or obscure the

original material, and alter the visual

and actual weight. Many of my works

are based on specific pieces that I’ve

admired for years at the Metropolitan

Museum. Others are built more 

intuitively through the playful

reassembly of the individual parts.

Using today’s trash as material for

sculptures that replicate ancient

works of art may seem incongruent,

yet it enables me to critique our

wasteful society while investigating

issues of authenticity, originality,

material, history, culture and the 

relative value of objects.



Jimmy Miracle elevates ordinary, 

discarded objects into sacred vessels

through humble, repetitious labor. Using

the idioms of pop, minimalism, and

conceptual art, he suggests spiritual

narratives with ontological possibilities.

Jimmy Miracle lives in Washington DC.

He received a BA from Belhaven College

in 2004. He had a solo exhibit at “All

Things Project”, in Greenwich Village, in

2010, and a two person exhibit at

Storefront, in Brooklyn, in 2010. His work

has been included in group exhibitions

with HKJB, Washington Project for the

Arts, Ziehersmith, Sugar, The Pigeon

Wing, NYCAMS, and Norte Maar.

Jimmy Miracle

jimmymiracle.com

Meditations, 2010, plastic containers, filament, and pedestals, 36 x 10 x 7 inches overall



Black Gold takes the concept of Piero

Manzoni into the 21st century by canning

worm castings instead of artist’s waste.

By purchasing this artwork, one is

confronted with the dilemma of using

the compost as a plant fertilizer or not

using it and maintaining its status as a

work of art. Piero priced his work

weight based on the current value of

gold (around $1.12 a gram in 1960) 

and coincidentally, compost is called

Black Gold by gardeners because of

its value in improving garden soil. The

current value of Black Gold is based

on the market value of actual gold’s

price per ounce.

Tattfoo Tan

tattfoo.com

Each bottle contains 10 oz. of Black Gold.



As a sculptor, Ian explores the inherent

aesthetics of material waste. He collects

discarded, manufactured goods, sparing

them from disposal or recycling 

programs in order to invent and

impose his own process of reuse 

and decomposition. By finding creative 

fuel in urban detritus, he imbues under-

valued material with an uncommon

value, thereby presenting the processes

of disposal and decomposition as

appealing rather than revolting.

Cardboard is a reoccurring medium 

in his work because of its availability

and significance as the residual waste

of a shipping /packing industry that

flourishes in a racing global commerce

and consumer culture.

At the heart of his work is the idea of

accumulation. While his usage of waste

stems from an urgent desire to minimize

his own demand on an overloaded

system, he constantly accumulates

ever-greater volumes of materials, and

space for construction and storage is

an ongoing challenge. Through the

actions of acquisition, manipulation, and

storage, he hopes to gain insight into

how to live and create more sustainably.

Ian Trask

forkartist.mosaicglobe.com

Holon (detail), 2012, cardboard rolls, installation size variable






